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What is SWIFT Routing?

The Challenges With a Typical Transition Approach

When You Should Be Considering the Deployment of SWIFT Routing... 

It is a pre-built, enterprise, agent skills-based, and Genesys Orchestration-enabled routing solution that includes 
basic-to-advanced features that are enabled as needed through configuration. It is been developed from 
requirements gathered from Aria’s 20 years’ experience and hundreds of routing projects.

• Documentation on your current IRD routing is often limited or non-existent
• Features in place for years may just work but not be well-understood
• As enhancements are added over the years, the code becomes more complex
• Reverse engineering existing strategies is time-consuming

You and your team find it 
increasingly hard to alter the 
existing routing solution in a 
timely, effective manner. 

Implementing business changes 
presents risk, or the current solution is 
fundamentally unable to support needed 
changes. 

Perhaps, it’s even gotten to a point at 
which you believe the current system is 
no longer maintainable.

Your team has been tasked with 
implementing a mobile customer 
service initiative.

Tying customer service more closely to 
mobile use — whether through a mobile 
app, a mobile platform, or visual IVR — 
is a smart strategy for companies that 
want to build trust and loyalty. However, 
older platforms may not support it; they 
may also not support other modern 
functions many companies now want to 
deploy.

You want to integrate self- and 
assisted-service interactions.

To do this, you need the convenience of 
a common development platform, which 
is not available in IRD. The Genesys 
Composer Routing platform enables 
users to more tightly integrate self-
service with assisted service processes 
to offer more personalized service to 
customers. Plus, it enables you to take 
advantage of modern capabilities that 
improve customer experience.

The transition from IRD to Orchestration Server is a platform change, which requires the new solution to be designed 
and developed from the ground up. This transition presents several challenges related to existing routing:
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Who Are We?

At Aria we believe that everyone should have a great customer experience – regardless of industry, organization size or chan-
nel. We are here to collaborate and solve business and technology problems with you, so you can sleep better at night. Our 
enthusiastic and highly experienced team can break down your silos and ensure you have a unified customer engagement 

solution.

Reduced Implementation Costs: Aria’s experience using SWIFT Routing is that it achieves a 25 to 75 percent 
cost reduction for common to more sophisticated routing projects. By deploying SWIFT Routing, you save time, 
because there is little to no routing development and are fewer defects than would occur with a custom developed 
solution.

User Empowerment: The SWIFT Routing solution includes common features customers have requested across 
hundreds of routing projects. Any group within an organization can start using any feature at any time. All features can 
be enabled or disabled through configuration for a business unit or down to a specific type of interaction. 

Easier Maintenance: With SWIFT Routing, all groups leverage a single routing solution and enable the features 
required. Deploying a single solution versus many customized solutions – based on the unique needs of each group 
–  makes SWIFT Routing easier to maintain, support, and change.

Easier Transition from IRD: The approach and skill sets required to develop an IRD-equivalent routing solution in 
Composer differ greatly from those needed to program within IRD. 

The Comparison of Risk and Effort Between SWIFT Routing and Custom Routing

Key Benefits

Testing of the code has already 
been completed, so the only testing 
required is to ensure the configured 
solution is working the way it should 
for your contact center needs. 

Cutting out the substantial amount 
of time and effort normally required 
for the transition process enables 
the transition of existing voice, email, 
or chat routing quickly, so you can 
move on to customer experience 
differentiators, such as journey 
management, mobile, and Visual 
IVR.
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